BOB
You and tequila make me crazy.
EVAN
Hey
BOB
Hey buddy. Come on, I saved a seat for you.
EVAN
Said you were desperate.
BOB
Yeah, here, take a load off. Look, I know we’re trying to catch the
Costco Killer, but, well, it’s good to have an honest heart to heart
with just a couple guys, right? There’s my boy. Bring it down here.
Get in here.
EVAN
It’s all about honesty, right.
BOB
Mm-hmm. I’ve been being honest with my daughter.
I don’t think she wants to hear it. My wife’s been traveling so much for
work that, a lot of the parenting stuff has fallen on me lately. How about you.
When are you going to take the plunge and knock a few out.
EVAN
Uh, it’s not that simple.
BOB
Well, it’s about as simple as putting your dick in a vagina.
You know what I mean. Make it happen.
EVAN
Well, I don’t really have a choice, so… it turns out my
gun doesn’t really shoot too well.
BOB
Gun
EVAN
Yeah.

BOB
You mean your prick. Why are you saying your gun.
This is two guys sitting on a bench. You can say it, say prick, say cock.
Just say prick. Anyway, did you take a couple of those blue bombers.
EVAN
No.
Bob
Got to get that wang nice and stiff and get you all monstered up.
EVAN
Uh no, no
BOB
Oh it will and then you’ll be fucking like a champ in no time.
EVAN
No, I can, I, that’s…
BOB
I know a guy that’ll give you some and I got some from Mexico…
EVAN
That’s not the problem. That’s not the problem.
BOB
I’ll get you some of those Mexican bombs.
EVAN
I can do everything. It’s just that, uh…I’m – about a year and a half ago
Abby and I started trying to have kids.
BOB
Mm-hmm.
EVAN
And nothing was happening, so, on my own,
I went to see this doctor, to get my sperm checked.
BOB
You know I’ve always wondered about that.
I’ve just had a curiosity about that and if you don’t mind.
When you go to one of those doctors, do you jerk yourself off
or does the doctor, like, jerk you off or, like an assistant.

BOB CON’T
Is it like a massage parlor or do they have a machine, like, a medical machine
that does the milking for you. Like, milks you like an animal.
I’m asking how you how you get the cum out of you.
EVAN
I…
BOB
They do it.
EVAN
No, I jerked me off.
BOB
Okay.
EVAN
Doesn’t matter. The point is, I went, I got tested, and no go.
I’m shooting blanks. I got shoot a bucketful it would make no difference.
Doctor’s actual words—a bucketful. It’s because of me we can’t have kids. Just
me.
BOB
I didn’t realize it’s such a big deal. I mean, it’s 2015.
Can’t you just get, like, a ball transplant.
EVAN
Yeah, I don’t think the science is there yet.
BOB
What’d the old lady say when you told her. Evaroony, don’t tell me that you
haven’t talked to her about it.
EVAN
Well, what am I going to say. Hey honey, the one thing you want most in the
world, I can’t give you.
BOB
Evan, you listen to me. You talk to Abby. She married you, not your dead jizz.
EVAN
Thanks.

